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Good Evening Mayor. Here is the draft letter and thanks again.

This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.

Sent from my iPhone
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission  
Attention: Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary  
888 First St, NE  
Washington, DC 20426

RE: Columbia Gas Transmission, LLC  
Virginia Reliability Project  
Docket No. PF22-3-000

Dear Chairman Glick and Commissioners,

I am writing to express my strong support for the Virginia Reliability Project (VRP), Docket Number PF22-3-000.

As Mayor of Petersburg, I have always prioritized our city’s economic development. We are having great success navigating the challenges of the pandemic and bouncing back stronger, and this project would further promote that growth.

The Virginia Reliability Project will create over 3,600 jobs, which will help our workers struggling to find work after the COVID-19 pandemic. In turn, these new jobs will encourage broader economic development in our city. Studies show that this increase in labor will generate approximately $194 million in associated income for our region’s workers. The modern pipeline would also generate an estimated $562 million in economic output, all while benefiting our businesses and suppliers. The VRP team has been very clear that they will prioritize local businesses for this project, and are taking steps to ensure their contractors are diverse and represent our communities.

These new jobs and investments will provide $7.7 million in tax revenue for local governments, and another $8.6 million for the state of Virginia. This will result in a needed boost for government services, which have been endangered as municipalities and states cope with declining tax revenues during the pandemic.

I am proud that Petersburg offers residents an excellent quality of life. My goal as mayor is to continue to promote our community’s prosperity and economic development. The Virginia Reliability Project will drive us toward that goal. I hope you and your colleagues will lend your support to this project.

Sincerely,

Samuel Parham  
Mayor, Petersburg
Good evening Mr. Minor,

Please see the attached letter from Mayor Parham.

Thank you

Thank you,
Ms. Jackson

Ms. Nykesha D. Jackson, CMC, BBA
Clerk of City Council
135 North Union Street
Petersburg, VA 23803
Office: 804-733-2323
Fax: 804-548-4145
February 22, 2022

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Attention: Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary
888 First St, NE
Washington, DC 20426

RE: Columbia Gas Transmission, LLC
Virginia Reliability Project
Docket No. PF22-3-000

Dear Chairman Glick and Commissioners,

I am writing to express my strong support for the Virginia Reliability Project (VRP), Docket Number PF22-3-000.

As Mayor of Petersburg, I have always prioritized our city’s economic development. We are having great success navigating the challenges of the pandemic and bouncing back stronger, and this project would further promote that growth.

The Virginia Reliability Project will create over 3,600 jobs, which will help our workers struggling to find work after the COVID-19 pandemic. In turn, these new jobs will encourage broader economic development in our city. Studies show that this increase in labor will generate approximately $194 million in associated income for our region’s workers. The modern pipeline would also generate an estimated $562 million in economic output, all while benefiting our businesses and suppliers. The VRP team has been very clear that they will prioritize local businesses for this project and are taking steps to ensure their contractors are diverse and represent our communities.

These new jobs and investments will provide $7.7 million in tax revenue for local governments, and another $8.6 million for the state of Virginia. This will result in a needed boost for government services, which have been endangered as municipalities and states cope with declining tax revenues during the pandemic.

I am proud that Petersburg offers residents an excellent quality of life. My goal as mayor is to continue to promote our community’s prosperity and economic development. The Virginia Reliability Project will drive us toward that goal. I hope you and your colleagues will lend your support to this project.

Sincerely,

Mayor Samuel Parham
City of Petersburg
Good Morning Councilman. Please give James Minor a call at [redacted].

Sent from my iPhone
This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
Shaunta' Beasley

From: Tyjan Minor <alorah1675@icloud.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 11:23 AM
To: Charles Cuthbert
Subject: Please call me

CAUTION: External - Do not open attachments or click links unless you know the content is safe.

Please call JJ Minor at [Redacted] Thanks Sent from my iPhone This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
Good Morning Councilman. Just following up with you on our conversation almost 2 weeks ago. Please call JJ Minor at [redacted] Thanks Sent from my iPhone This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
Shaunta' Beasley

From: Tyjan Minor <elorah1675@icloud.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Howard Wayne Myers
Subject: Draft letter
Attachments: FERC Letter_Howard Myers (1).docx

CAUTION: External! - Do not open attachments or click links unless you know the content is safe.

Good Morning Councilman. Please review dreads letter and thanks again. I can be reached at [REDACTED]
Thanks,
JJ Minor

This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.

Sent from my iPhone
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Attention: Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary
888 First St, NE
Washington, DC 20426

RE: Columbia Gas Transmission, LLC
Virginia Reliability Project
Docket No. PF22-3-000

Dear Chairman Glick and Commissioners,

I am writing to express my strong support for the Virginia Reliability Project (VRP), Docket Number PF22-3-000.

As the former Mayor and current Councilmember representing Ward 5 in the City of Petersburg, my goal is to ensure our city provides an excellent quality of life for its residents. The Virginia Reliability Project is vital for that effort, as it will encourage economic development and job growth for Petersburg and the surrounding area.

The Virginia Reliability Project will create over 3,600 jobs, which will help our workers struggling to find work after the COVID-19 pandemic. In turn, these new jobs will encourage broader economic development in our city. Studies show that this increase in labor will generate approximately $194 million in associated income for our region’s workers. The modern pipeline would also generate an estimated $562 million in economic output, all while benefiting our businesses and suppliers. The VRP team has been very clear that they will prioritize local businesses for this project, and are taking steps to ensure their contractors are diverse and represent our communities.

These new jobs and investments will provide $7.7 million in tax revenue for local governments, and another $8.6 million for the state of Virginia. This will result in a needed boost for government services, which have been endangered as municipalities and states cope with declining tax revenues during the pandemic.

I am proud that Petersburg offers residents an excellent quality of life. My goal as City Councilor is to continue to promote our community’s prosperity and economic development. The Virginia Reliability Project will drive us toward that goal. I hope you and your colleagues will lend your support to this project.

Sincerely,

W. Howard Myers
Council Member of Ward 5, Petersburg
Shaunta' Beasley

From: Howard Wayne Myers
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2022 11:59 AM
To: Tyjan Minor
Subject: RE: Draft letter
Attachments: FERC Letter_Howard Myers (1)[3311].docx

Jj, please see attached

Howard

Sent from Mail for Windows

From: Tyjan Minor
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Howard Wayne Myers
Subject: Draft letter

CAUTION: External - Do not open attachments or click links unless you know the content is safe.

Good Morning Councilman. Please review dreads letter and thanks again. I can be reached at [REDACTED]

Thanks,
JJ Minor

This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.

Sent from my iPhone
CAUTION: External! - Do not open attachments or click links unless you know the content is safe.

Good Afternoon Councilwoman. Please review draft and call me at your earliest convenience At [redacted] I hope and pray that all is well with you.
Thanks,
James Minor

This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.

Sent from my iPhone
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission  
Attention: Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary  
888 First St, NE  
Washington, DC 20426

RE: Columbia Gas Transmission, LLC  
Virginia Reliability Project  
Docket No. PF22-3-000

Dear Chairman Glick and Commissioners,

I am writing to express my strong support for the Virginia Reliability Project (VRP), Docket Number PF22-3-000.

I am a lifelong Petersburg resident and am the City Council Member for Ward 1. I have spent my life in service to my community, advocating for policies and developments that will make our city the best possible place to live. By ensuring our residents have access to reliable energy while promoting economic growth, the Virginia Reliability Project will enhance the quality of life for all Petersburg residents.

One of the most important aspects of this project is the potential for jobs. Our region is still facing job loss as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The Virginia Reliability Project is expected to create more than 3,600 jobs in our region, helping workers who have been hurt during the pandemic. The VRP team and its representatives have also been very clear that they are going to prioritize local businesses for suppliers on this project and are taking steps to ensure their contractors are diverse and represent the communities through which the pipeline runs and which it will serve.

These new jobs and investments will provide $7.7 million in tax revenue for local governments, and another $8.6 million for the state of Virginia. This will result in a needed boost for government services, which have been endangered as municipalities and states cope with declining tax revenues during the pandemic.

Finally, Petersburg is dependent on this pipeline for reliable and affordable energy, and an updated, modern pipeline will allow us to access this energy in a more environmentally friendly manner. The project includes new zero emissions technology that will allow us to increase capacity while providing better protections for our natural environment.

I have dedicated my life to fighting for things I believe are right. The Virginia Reliability Project is a win-win for Petersburg. It will provide much-needed energy reliability for our residents and boost our local economy, while helping us better preserve our environment. I encourage you to lend this project your support.

Sincerely,

Treska Smith  
Council Member of Ward 1, Petersburg
Thanks Councilman... Really appreciate it. Can you mail it?

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 19, 2022, at 11:59 AM, Howard Wayne Myers <whowardmyers@petersburg-va.org> wrote:

JJ, please see attached

Howard

Sent from Mail for Windows

From: Tyjan Minor
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Howard Wayne Myers
Subject: Draft letter

Good Morning Councilman. Please review dreads letter and thanks again. I can be reached at [REDACTED].

Thanks,
JJ Minor

This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.

Sent from my iPhone

This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.

This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission  
Attention: Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary  
888 First St, NE  
Washington, DC 20426  

RE: Columbia Gas Transmission, LLC  
Virginia Reliability Project  
Docket No. PF22-3-000

Dear Chairman Glick and Commissioners,

I am writing to express my strong support for the Virginia Reliability Project (VRP), Docket Number PF22-3-000.

I am a lifelong Petersburg resident and am the City Council Member for Ward 1. I have spent my life in service to my community, advocating for policies and developments that will make our city the best possible place to live. By ensuring our residents have access to reliable energy while promoting economic growth, the Virginia Reliability Project will enhance the quality of life for all Petersburg residents.

One of the most important aspects of this project is the potential for jobs. Our region is still facing job loss as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The Virginia Reliability Project is expected to create more than 3,600 jobs in our region, helping workers who have been hurt during the pandemic. The VRP team and its representatives have also been very clear that they are going to prioritize local businesses for suppliers on this project and are taking steps to ensure their contractors are diverse and represent the communities through which the pipeline runs and which it will serve.

These new jobs and investments will provide $7.7 million in tax revenue for local governments, and another $8.6 million for the state of Virginia. This will result in a needed boost for government services, which have been endangered as municipalities and states cope with declining tax revenues during the pandemic.

Finally, Petersburg is dependent on this pipeline for reliable and affordable energy, and an updated, modern pipeline will allow us to access this energy in a more environmentally friendly manner. The project includes new zero emissions technology that will allow us to increase capacity while providing better protections for our natural environment.

I have dedicated my life to fighting for things I believe are right. The Virginia Reliability Project is a win-win for Petersburg. It will provide much-needed energy reliability for our residents and boost our local economy, while helping us better preserve our environment. I encourage you to lend this project your support.

Sincerely,

Treska Smith  
Council Member of Ward 1, Petersburg
Shaunta' Beasley

From: Tyjan Minor <alarah1675@icloud.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2022 9:39 AM
To: Howard Wayne Myers
Subject: Re: Draft letter
Attachments: FERC Letter_Howard Myers (1)[3311].docx
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Thanks Councilman... Really appreciate it. Can you mail it?

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 19, 2022, at 11:59 AM, Howard Wayne Myers <whowardmyers@petersburg-va.org> wrote:

JJ, please see attached

Howard

Sent from Mail for Windows

From: Tyjan Minor
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Howard Wayne Myers
Subject: Draft letter

CAUTION: External! - Do not open attachments or click links unless you know the content is safe.

Good Morning Councilman. Please review dreads letter and thanks again. I can be reached at [REDACTED]

Thanks,
JJ Minor

This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.

Sent from my iPhone

This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.

This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
Sure

Sent from Mail for Windows

From: Tyian Minor
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2022 9:38 AM
To: Howard Wayne Myers
Subject: Re: Draft letter

CAUTION: External! - Do not open attachments or click links unless you know the content is safe.

Thanks Councilman... Really appreciate it. Can you mail it?

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 19, 2022, at 11:59 AM, Howard Wayne Myers <whowardmyers@petersburg-va.org> wrote:

JJ, please see attached

Howard

Sent from Mail for Windows

From: Tyian Minor
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Howard Wayne Myers
Subject: Draft letter

CAUTION: External! - Do not open attachments or click links unless you know the content is safe.

Good Morning Councilman. Please review dreads letter and thanks again. I can be reached at

Thanks,
JJ Minor

This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original
message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.

Sent from my iPhone

This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.

This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
Shaunta’ Beasley

From: Tyjan Minor <alarah1675@icloud.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2022 6:14 PM
To: Howard Wayne Myers
Subject: VRP

CAUTION: External! - Do not open attachments or click links unless you know the content is safe.

Dear Councilman Myers,

Hello from Team VRP!

Since we announced the Virginia Reliability Project in December, we’ve been hard at work talking with residents, businesses and stakeholders from throughout the region to share information on the project, its many benefits for Hampton Roads and seeking community feedback. It’s been an exciting few months and we’re looking forward to continuing our work to communicate openly and actively with the public about our plans.

I want to thank you for your support of VRP and share some short updates.

Recently, we posted new community benefits overview documents to VirginiaReliability.com. Please take a look and consider sharing with your networks. They can be downloaded here:


We’re proud to have been conducting in person, COVID-responsible canvassing to businesses and stakeholders near the route and in impacted communities. These conversations have been very positive and helpful as we continue to plan for a transparent and communicative dialogue with the public on VRP.

We’ve also been communicating with residents, as we have since the beginning of this project, about VRP and what it will mean to our collective environmental and economic future in Virginia.

During the first week of April, we held a series of three very successful community open house events in Windsor, Emporia and Chesapeake. In the lead up to these events, we invited neighbors by postcard and advertised in local newspapers. It was a great way for us to communicate with residents, businesses and other stakeholders about the project and what it will mean for the region.

Lastly, as you’ll see on VirginiaReliability.com, we’ve been fortunate to earn bipartisan, public support from so many neighbors and leaders from throughout the region. We look forward to adding to this list in the months ahead!

We hope you will let us know if there are opportunities to share our project with your network or neighbors and we look forward to continuing our robust community conversation in the months and years ahead as we work to put Virginia Reliability Project in service in 2025.

Please reply to this email if there is anything additional we can provide.

Sincerely,

JJ Minor
Sent from my iPhone
This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
Dear Councilwoman Treska Wilson-Smith,

Hello from Team VRP!

Since we announced the Virginia Reliability Project in December, we’ve been hard at work talking with residents, businesses and stakeholders from throughout the region to share information on the project, its many benefits for Hampton Roads and seeking community feedback. It’s been an exciting few months and we’re looking forward to continuing our work to communicate openly and actively with the public about our plans.

I want to thank you for your support of VRP and share some short updates.

Recently, we posted new community benefits overview documents to VirginiaReliability.com. Please take a look and consider sharing with your networks. They can be downloaded here:


We’re proud to have been conducting in person, COVID-responsible canvassing to businesses and stakeholders near the route and in impacted communities. These conversations have been very positive and helpful as we continue to plan for a transparent and communicative dialogue with the public on VRP.

We’ve also been communicating with residents, as we have since the beginning of this project, about VRP and what it will mean to our collective environmental and economic future in Virginia.

During the first week of April, we held a series of three very successful community open house events in Windsor, Emporia and Chesapeake. In the lead up to these events, we invited neighbors by postcard and advertised in local newspapers. It was a great way for us to communicate with residents, businesses and other stakeholders about the project and what it will mean for the region.

Lastly, as you’ll see on VirginiaReliability.com, we’ve been fortunate to earn bipartisan, public support from so many neighbors and leaders from throughout the region. We look forward to adding to this list in the months ahead!

We hope you will let us know if there are opportunities to share our project with your network or neighbors and we look forward to continuing our robust community conversation in the months and years ahead as we work to put Virginia Reliability Project in service in 2025.

Please reply to this email if there is anything additional we can provide.

Sincerely,

JJ Minor
This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
CAUTION: External! - Do not open attachments or click links unless you know the content is safe.

Good Afternoon Mayor. Please give me a call at [redacted] Was wondering if you are ok with signing on to this op-Ed? Thanks, JJ

This e-mail message and any attached files are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.

Sent from my iPhone